
 

 

October 7, 2014 
 
AltaLink’s Red Deer Area Transmission Development will ensure that central Alberta has access to safe, 
reliable and cost-effective electricity for years to come. We want to ensure the public has all of the facts 
about this series of projects and our processes. 
 
In the Red Deer area, we are rebuilding three existing transmission lines, one of which (called 80L) runs 
approximately 12 kilometres long from the north end of Red Deer to the southwest corner of the city. 
Approximately one kilometre of this line currently goes through the Pines neighbourhood. This line was built 
in 1951 and the Pines community grew up around it while the population of Red Deer and the surrounding 
areas grew by more than 100,000 people. As communities have grown so has demand for electricity.  
 
One thing we want to make clear is that the rebuilt line will NOT be higher voltage than the existing line. The 
rebuilt line will remain 138 kV (138,000 volts) as it is today. The new line will be able to transmit more 
electricity for Red Deer as a result of larger conductor (wires). The new structures will also change in 
appearance. The six existing structures in the Pines are two-pole structures, ranging in height from 16-20 
metres. The six new structures will be single pole structures. The height above the ground of the new 
structures will range as follows: 

• two will be approximately 23 metres tall 
• two will be approximately 25 metres tall 
• one  will be approximately 27 metres tall 
• one will be approximately 30 metres tall  

In the photos shown, you can see a comparison of what an existing structure in the Pines looks like and the 
new structure that will replace it. 

          
 
 
 
Consultation that led to identifying preferred and alternate routes 
AltaLink began consulting with Red Deer residents in summer 2011 and has provided several opportunities 
for residents to ask questions and provide input on this project. During the two years leading up to filing our 
Facilities Application with the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), we mailed four separate information 
packages to nearly 24,000 people. Three of these information packages included updates about the routing in 
the Pines as a result of the feedback we received from stakeholders.  
 
 

Existing structure at Parsons Close looking south This is a design of what the new structure at Parsons Close 
(looking south) will look like. This illustration is based on a 
structure that is 28 metres tall. 



 

 

We personally consulted with 1,200 landowners and held three open houses in the City of Red Deer where 
the public could provide their input, learn more about the project and speak with subject matter experts 
about specific concerns related to siting, environment, property values and Electric and Magnetic Fields 
(EMF). 
 
We identified the 63 year old existing alignment as the preferred route for the rebuilt 80L line because when 
compared to the alternate route it requires less tree clearing, does not require new or additional right-of-way 
and minimizes the length of line and number of angle structures required, resulting in lower cost to 
ratepayers.   
 
However, the input we received during consultation helped us develop the alternate route that we submitted 
to the AUC for review. This alternate route does take the line further away from the Pines by going around 
the community. The Pines Group suggested variations of this alternate route, and we took that input into 
consideration, but we look at several factors when identifying routes and need to balance residential, 
environmental and cost considerations, among others. Based on these factors, we determined the alternate 
route that we submitted was the lower impact solution compared to the other variations put forward by the 
Pines Group. 
 
We provided both the preferred and alternate routes as viable options to the AUC for consideration. We 
made it very clear that we were prepared to build either and if the alternate route was chosen we would 
continue to work with landowners in the area to finalize the details of the route. After reviewing evidence 
and receiving input from all participating parties at a public hearing held in March 2014, the AUC selected the 
preferred route as the best solution for the project and it was approved for construction.  
 
Construction activities 
Working in dry or frozen conditions minimizes environmental impacts and costs to ratepayers. We want to 
take advantage of these conditions by constructing during the fall and winter months as much as possible. 
We currently have regulatory approval and direction to move forward with construction on the preferred 
route, however, we have not started construction activities on the 80L transmission line yet and we have not 
flagged trees for removal. Until now we have only surveyed and flagged the edge of AltaLink’s own right-of-
way and the structure locations.  
 
We have also placed signs at several pathway entrances to inform the public of what they may be seeing in 
the area in the coming months. Although people that live in the area may be more familiar with the project, 
we want to make sure that everyone else who uses the pathways knows what is going on and who to contact 
for more information. We will inform the public of our activities and make sure they have advanced notice 
ahead of any pathway closures as a result of construction. 
 
We understand that transmission lines have impacts regardless of where they are located. As a regulated 
utility it is our responsibility to find routes that reduce those impacts as much as possible and we believe we 
have done that. We are happy to address any questions or concerns that people may have about this project. 
Please contact us at 1-855-520-1923 or RedDeerArea@altalink.ca. 
 
This is an important development that will ensure Red Deer and the surrounding communities in central 
Alberta continue to have the reliable electricity that they rely on every day. Thank you for your patience as 
we work to reinforce this important infrastructure in your community. 
 
Leigh Clarke 
Senior Vice-President, External Engagement 
AltaLink 


